Beautiful shoes, founded on fit,

DEVOTED to style.
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TO STYLE AND

COMFORT
PFS

PERSONALISED FITTING SYSTEM

The production of every revere sandal & shoe combines
the use of premium quality materials and craftsmanship
to produce our beautiful shoes by hand.
All leathers are hand picked and tested to guarantee
they meet our strict quality requirements before entering
production. Throughout the shoe production process,
our QC inspectors control every aspect from stitching
accuracy to leather thickness to ensure the highest
quality and consistency of products.
revere shoes have been designed in collaboration with

PFS

leading footwear experts to provide ultimate adjustability,
plus our innovative strap extensions provide extra width
when needed to support many foot types.

PERSONALISED FITTING SYSTEM

revere’s innovative PFS System allows you to customise the fit of
your revere shoes using our 3mm filler insert. Used in conjunction
with our revere inserts, the filler can placed under the insert to
provide a firmer fitting, if you are experiencing any slipping or
movement.

Throughout our entire collection, revere includes removable footbeds for those required to wear custom made
variety of custom orthotics to be inserted without taking

The filler can be trimmed to ensure the perfect fit with our shoes,
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and can also be used with custom orthotics if required.

REMOVABLE

ultimate
ADJUSTABILITY

UNRIVALED FIT,

orthotic devices. The extra depth unit allows for a wide
away from the stylish design of our sandals and shoes.
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PERSONALISED FITTING SYSTEM

REVERE STRAP EXTENSIONS

As no two feet are the same, revere’s innovative strap

ARE PROVIDED WITH EVERY PAIR OF SANDALS ACROSS

your sandals, whilst not taking away from the stylish

OUR EXTENSIVE COLLECTION. THIS INCLUDES ALL

look of our upper designs. Whether you have narrow,

STYLES AND ALL COLOURS.

medium, wide or extra wide feet, the combination

extensions offer you the ability to personalise the fit of

of adjustable uppers and our strap extensions, will
deliver you a personalised fit to enhance the comfort
you so desire.
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Burleigh
Women’s US Sizes: 5 - 12
Women’s Euro Sizes: 36 - 43
M Width

Metal studs create that extra touch of style to our flattering
Burleigh sandal.
> 3 adjustable hook and loop straps allow you to adjust each one perfectly to
fit your foot.
> Premium hand crafted leather uppers and soft breathable leather linings.
> Removable footbed allows the insertion of custom orthotics.
> Matching strap extensions included.

AVAILABLE IN:

> Slip resistant outsole.
Tan

Gunmetal

Black Croc

Milan
Women’s US Sizes: 5 - 12
Women’s Euro Sizes: 36 - 43
M Width

Clearly not your average comfort sandal.
> Milan is an evergreen T-Bar sandal but, the revere difference is that
every strap is adjustable to give you the perfect fit!
> 4 adjustable straps to deliver the fit that’s right for you.
> Beautiful leather uppers and leather linings.
> Removable footbed allows the insertion of custom orthotics.

AVAILABLE IN:

> Matching strap extensions included.
> Slip resistant outsole.

Tan

Red

Black / Tan

Black Croc

Como
Women’s US Sizes: 5 - 12
Women’s Euro Sizes: 36 - 43
M/W Width

Napier

Clear our your shoe closet to make room for Como.
> Como combines fantastic leathers and animal prints that instantly make

Women’s US Sizes: 5 - 12
Women’s Euro Sizes: 36 - 43
M/W Width

it a classic.

Our peep toe Gilly sandal not only looks great but snuggles
your foot as well.
> Soft leather uppers and linings mold to your foot providing the perfect fit.

> 2 adjustable hook and loop straps to find the right fit just for you.

> Removable footbed allows the insertion of custom orthotics.

> Beautiful leather uppers and leather linings.

> Slip resistant outsole.

> Removable footbed allows the insertion of custom orthotics.
AVAILABLE IN:

> Matching strap extensions included.

AVAILABLE IN:

> Slip resistant outsole.
Gunmetal /
Natural Snake

Red Croc

Tan / Black

Black /
Black Croc

Natural Snake

Gunmetal

Black
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Miami
Women’s US Sizes: 5 - 12
Women’s Euro Sizes: 36 - 43
M/W Width

Our gorgeous Miami sandal is very pretty and oh so
flattering on the foot. Stylish and right for all occasions.
> 3 adjustable hook and loop straps to allow you to adjust each
one perfectly to your foot.
> Removable footbed allows the insertion of custom orthotics.
> Matching strap extensions included.
> Slip resistant outsole.

AVAILABLE IN:

Champagne

Gunmetal

Natural Snake

Red Croc

Black Lizard

Black

Sydney

Santa Monica

Women’s US Sizes: 5 - 12
Women’s Euro Sizes: 36 - 43
M Width

Women’s US Sizes: 5 - 12
Women’s Euro Sizes: 36 - 43
M Width

Santa Monica is a great reflection of Californian style. Cool,
classy and easy to wear.
> 3 adjustable hook and loop straps to allow you to personalise the fit.
> The metal trim detail adds a little flair to the soft, supple leather uppers and
leather linings.
> Removable footbed allows the insertion of custom orthotics.
> Matching strap extensions included.

revere Sydney looks just simply stunning with
gorgeous colours and elegant metal trim.
> Soft leather uppers and linings are enhanced by elegant metal trim.

> Slip resistant outsole.

AVAILABLE IN:

Champagne

Gunmetal

Navy Snake

> Removable footbed allows the insertion of custom orthotics.
> Matching strap extensions included.

Red Croc

Black

Santiago

> Slip resistant outsole.

Women’s US Sizes: 5 - 12
Women’s Euro Sizes: 36 - 43
M Width

AVAILABLE IN:

Santiago, classic styling with timeless trim. Our great go to
summer sandal.
> 4 adjustable hook and loop straps to allow you to personalise the fit.
> Three beautiful centre trim pieces add a touch of sparkle to the soft, supple

Tan

Navy Snake

Red Snake

leather uppers and leather linings.

Black

> Removable footbed allows the insertion of custom orthotics.
> Matching strap extensions included.
> Slip resistant outsole.
AVAILABLE IN:

Pewter

Black
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Geneva
Women’s US Sizes: 5 - 12
Women’s Euro Sizes: 36 - 43
M/W Width

Our Geneva is just a stand out in style and fit, perfect for
work, play or anytime of the day.
> Our classy strap design offers elegance for day or night wear.
> 2 adjustable hook and loop straps to allow you to customise the fit.
> Firm but padded heel counter for support.
> A deep unit featuring a removable footbed allows the insertion of custom orthotics.

AVAILABLE IN:

> Matching strap extensions included.
> Slip resistant outsole.

Pewter

Red

Black Lizard

Black

Navy

Bali
Women’s US Sizes: 5 - 12
Women’s Euro Sizes: 36 - 43
M Width

Bali oozes clean elegant lines, yet provides support and
stability through our padded heel counter.
> 2 adjustable hook and loop straps to allow you to personalise the fit.
> Soft leather uppers and leather linings.
> A deep unit featuring a removable footbed allows the insertion of custom orthotics.
> Matching strap extensions included.

AVAILABLE IN:

Tan

Black Lizard

> Slip resistant outsole.

Red

Red Croc

“

revere heel counter sandals not
only look and feel great, but provide
fabulous stability and support!

”
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London
Women’s US Sizes: 5 - 12
Women’s Euro Sizes: 36 - 43
W Width

Sometimes simple just works as here on the stylish London 2
strap wedge.
> 2 adjustable hook & loop straps provide every foot with a personalised fit on
this stylish wedge.
> Metal buckle trim adds a touch of glamour to this style.
> Soft leather uppers and linings.
> Removable footbed with glorious support under the ball of the foot.

AVAILABLE IN:

> Matching strap extensions included.

“

Heightened comfort for all day support
and all night dancing.

”

> Slip resistant outsole.
Tan

Gunmetal

Black

Valencia
Women’s US Sizes: 5 - 12
Women’s Euro Sizes: 36 - 43
W Width

Light in look and weight, this seasons go anywhere
style is Valencia
> Elastic strap across the foot provides flexibility in fit and comfort.
> Soft leather uppers and linings.
> Removable footbed with glorious support under the ball of the foot.
> Matching strap extensions included.

AVAILABLE IN:

Gunmetal

> Slip resistant outsole.

Natural Snake

Black
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Florence
Women’s US Sizes: 5 - 12
Women’s Euro Sizes: 36 - 43
M Width

A genuine classic that never goes out of style, Florence is a
great option for those looking for the ease of a slip on.
> Hand crafted leather uppers and leather linings for comfortable all day wear.
> With a really light midsole and outsole construction, these sandals won’t
weigh you down.
> Removable footbed to allow the insertion of a custom orthotic.
> Matching strap extensions included

AVAILABLE IN:

> Slip resistant outsole.
Red

Black

Rio
Women’s US Sizes: 5 - 12
Women’s Euro Sizes: 36 - 43
M Width

Our snappy Rio sandal combines the fashionability of snake
with the relaxing fit of a slide.
> 2 adjustable hook & loop straps provide every foot with a personalised fit.
> Metal detail adds a touch of glamour to this style.
> Soft leather uppers and linings.
> Removable footbed to allow the insertion of a custom orthotic.
> Matching strap extensions included.

AVAILABLE IN:

> Slip resistant outsole.
Blue Snake

Red Snake

Black Snake

Brussels
Women’s US Sizes: 5 - 12
Women’s Euro Sizes: 36 - 43
W Width

STRETCH
PANEL

Glide into our Brussels mule with stretch side panels to
enhance the fit for your foot.
> Easy to wear with a smart metal trim and hook and loop fastening.
> Seamless linings provide a comfortable environment for sensitive areas.
> Removable comfort footbed, with a cushioned heel providing great
shock absorption.
> The lightweight yet deep unit is perfect for custom orthotics.

AVAILABLE IN:

> Matching strap extensions included.

INCLUDES
STRETCH PANEL
TO CRADLE THE
BIG TOE JOINT

“

Slip into Spring with stretch panels,
exotic prints and superb classics.

”

> Slip resistant outsole.
Chocolate

Black
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“

Men’s Montana
Men’s US Sizes: 7 - 14
Men’s Euro Sizes: 41 - 48
M Width

Let’s face it, we can all do with a little lushness in
our lives and our Luxe collection delivers.

”

AVAILABLE IN:

Brown
Crazy Horse

Black

Montana is the must have men’s sandal. Soft neoprene linings cushion the
foot while the great leather uppers deliver on comfort and fit.
> 3 strap adjustability for maximum fit and support.
> Premium hand crafted leather uppers and stretch neoprene linings enhance the fit along with the

Barcelona
Women’s US Sizes: 5 - 12
Women’s Euro Sizes: 36 - 43
W Width

Barcelona has “WOW” looks with even better fit & feel!
> 3 adjustable hook and loop straps to allow you to personalise the fit.
> Great hardware detail with moderate foot coverage on a generous outsole
that suits a wider foot.
> Soft padded leather uppers and leather linings.

security of a back strap.

Men’s Cairo

> Removable PU footbed with a cushioned heel for extra comfort and shock adsorption

Men’s US Sizes: 7 - 14
Men’s Euro Sizes: 41 - 48
M Width

> Lightweight midsole and outsole construction.
> Matching strap extensions included.
> Slip resistant outsole.

> Removable footbed to allow the insertion of a custom orthotic.
AVAILABLE IN:

Men’s Cairns

> Matching strap extensions included
> Slip resistant outsole.

Gunmetal

Red Croc

Men’s US Sizes: 7 - 14
Men’s Euro Sizes: 41 - 48
M Width

Black Croc

Cairo is a serious slide with real street appeal. So
easy to slip into, it’s the perfect look for Summer.
> 2 adjustable hook and loop straps to allow you to personalise
the fit.
> Premium handcrafted leather uppers and linings.
> Removable PU insole, with cushioned heel for extra

Madrid
Women’s US Sizes: 5 - 12
Women’s Euro Sizes: 36 - 43
W Width

Classic and clean in it’s styling the Cairns sandal
delivers a cool look with the security of a heel counter.

> Lightweight midsole and outsole construction.

> 2 adjustable hook and loop straps to find the correct fit for your foot.

> 2 adjustable hook and loop straps to allow you to personalise the fit.

> Matching strap extensions included.

> Moderate foot coverage with a heel counter on a generous outsole suitable for

> Premium handcrafted leather uppers and linings.

a wider foot.
> Soft padded leather uppers and leather linings.
AVAILABLE IN:

Gunmetal

Red Croc

comfort and shock absorption.

Smart and sassy the Madrid combines an open toe with a cute
yet secure heel counter.

> Removable PU footbed with a cushioned heel for extra comfort

> Slip resistant outsole.
AVAILABLE IN:

and shock adsorption.

> Removable footbed to allow the insertion of a custom orthotic.

> Lightweight midsole and outsole construction.

> Matching strap extensions included.

> Matching strap extensions included.

> Slip resistant outsole.

> Slip resistant outsole.

Brown
Crazy Horse

Black

Black

AVAILABLE IN:

Brown
Crazy Horse

Black
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Adelaide
Women’s (whole & half sizes)
US Sizes: 5, 6 - 10, 11,12
Euro: 36, 37 - 41, 42, 43
M/W Width

This perennial little Mary Jane is just perfect for work
or play!
> This is the perfect trans-seasonal shoe to take you from Autumn to Spring.
> A mix of smooth and perforated leather adds a fashion element.
> Discreet adjustable hook & loop strap to provide the perfect fit for your foot.

Charlotte

> Beautiful & soft removable memory foam footbed allows the insertion

Women’s (whole & half sizes)
US Sizes: 5, 6 - 10, 11,12
Euro: 36, 37 - 41, 42, 43
M/W Width

of custom orthotics.
AVAILABLE IN:

The magic of mesh allows the Charlotte to be the
cutest comfy little skimmer out there.

> Durable rubber, slip resistant outsole provide stability and traction.

> Lightweight ballet with padded mesh upper that is breathable and
molds beautifully to the foot.
> Removable memory foam footbed provides amazing comfort and

Taupe

Red

Navy

Black

cushioning or removed to insert custom orthotics.
> Durable rubber outsole provides stability and traction.
AVAILABLE IN:

Taupe

Seattle
Women’s US Sizes: 5 - 12
Women’s Euro: 36 - 43
M Width

Red

Pewter

Navy

Black

A new edge to a lightweight walker, beautifully crafted
for the active woman.
> Soft full grain leather uppers enhanced by mesh panels.
> The lace tie fastening provides excellent fitting capabilities across
all types of feet.
> Soft cushioned memory foam removable footbed to allow the insertion
of a custom orthotic.

AVAILABLE IN:

> Durable rubber, slip resistant outsole provide stability and traction.

Luggage Tan

Black

Orlando
Women’s US Sizes: 5 - 12
Women’s Euro: 36 - 43
M/W Width

Our lazer cut casual is right on trend whilst delivering
delicious comfort and fit.
> The lazer design used here allows the leather to mold to the
shape of your foot beautifully.
> Black stretch is just that, panels to shape to the contours of your
foot with no pressure.
> The lace tie fastening provides excellent fitting capabilities across

AVAILABLE IN:

all types of feet.
> Soft cushioned memory foam removable footbed to allow the
insertion of a custom orthotic.
White

Red Laser

Black Laser

Black Stretch

> Durable rubber, slip resistant outsole provide stability and traction.

“

Trans-seasonal styles that promise
to put a spring into your step

”
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Replacement Insoles

Our forefoot inserts have been designed as the
perfect solution for fitting 3/4 orthotics into our
sandals and slides.

> Replacement PU insoles, with cushioned heel for extra
comfort and shock absorption.

US SIZING:

POS Display Assets

comfort

GOOD

NEVER LOOKED SO

REMOVABLE
CO

Forefoot Inserts
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devoted

> Micro fiber, anti microbial top cover to minimise odour.
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Strap Extensions

Full length Fillers

revere strap extensions provide even greater
adjustability for those requiring additional width
for that perfect fit.

> Full length, 3mm depth fillers to customise the fit
of your shoes.

Display Strut Cards

> Fillers are the equivalent of a half size fitting.
> Fillers can be trimmed to fit.
SIZING:
S, M, L, XL

8 Shoe Table Top Stand with
interchangeable, Seasonal Header

Branded Slatwall Shelves

revere strap extensions provide an additional
0.59 to personalize the width fitting across our
entire sandal range.
STR A P
EXTENS IO NS

0.59”

Slatwall Sign

Acrylic Logo Block
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GLOBAL FOOTCARE Australia
26 Ereton Drive, Labrador
Queensland, 4215
PHONE: 1300 856 226
FAX: 1300 858 668
EMAIL: sales@globalfootcare.com.au
www.revereshoes.com.au

GLOBAL FOOTCARE New Zealand
Unit 5, 9A Jupiter Grove, Upper Hutt
Wellington New Zealand
PHONE: 0800 827 954
EMAIL: sales@globalfootcare.co.nz
www.revereshoes.co.nz

GLOBAL FOOTCARE Singapore
35 Tannery Road #08-10A
Tannery Block, Ruby Industrial complex
Singapore 347740
PHONE: 9386 4138
EMAIL: sales@globalfootcare.net

Pure Comfort,

Uncompromising

style.

